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At an award ceremony on 6 March in Zurich, and for
the third time in a row, IMT Asset Management AG
received the Annual WealthBriefing Swiss EAM
Award for best independent asset manager based
in Liechtenstein. IMT Asset Management was also
presented with the award in the category “Family
Office Proposition”. In addition, the award in the
“Thought Leadership” category went to IMT Asset
Management CEO Dr. Thomas Trauth.

These awards are presented to outstanding inde-
pendent asset managers and personalities in Swit-
zerland and Liechtenstein who have distinguished
themselves in the past year through innovation and
exceptional performance. The award committee is
composed of prominent independent experts.

Dr. Erek Nuener, Chairman of the Board of direc-
tors, had this to say about the company’s success:
“We are very proud to have been chosen as the best
asset manager in Liechtenstein for the third consec-
utive year, and moreover to have received the
awards in the categories Family Office Proposition
and Thought Leadership. I would like to express my
thanks to the whole IMT Asset Management  team
for their great commitment and outstanding
achievements.”

Die IMT Gruppe

IMT Asset Management is one of the biggest inde-
pendent asset and fund management companies in

the Principality of Liechtenstein. It belongs to the
IMT Group, which was founded almost 40 years
ago. The privately owned IMT Group offers services
in the areas of asset and fund management, asset
planning and structuring, legal advice and interna-
tional tax consultancy. One of the IMT Group’s par-
ticular strengths is its ability to offer, on the basis of
the close cooperation between all the Group com-
panies, very comprehensive, customized family of-
fice services.
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DISCLAIMER
The above blog post is for information purposes only.
It contains data and information generated by IMT or
an IMT Group Company («IMT»). Although IMT takes
care to ensure that the information is correct at the
time of collection, IMT neither explicitly nor implicitly
provides any assurance or guarantee of accuracy, re-
liability or completeness and assumes no liability or
responsibility for its own or third-party publications.

IMT is not liable for any direct, indirect or incidental
loss incurred on the basis of the information in this
blog post. All opinions represented solely reflect those
of IMT or specified third-party authors at the time of
publication (subject to modifications).


